
 

 

 

 

Week 6 May 4-8 6th Grade 

Khan Academy 
Class Codes 

Wilcox P2: 

JJDD97P6 

Wilcox P5: 

WJWCQBK2 

 

Dittmer P1: 

DUUW47NX 

 

Dittmer P3: 

Z22NBAVS 

 

Dittmer P6: 

RGPYJWUD 

Learning Standard: 

Find the area of right triangles, other triangles, special 

quadrilaterals, and polygons by composing into 

rectangles or decomposing into triangles and other 

shapes; apply these techniques in the context of solving 

real-world and mathematical problems. 
 

Aligned with Engage New York Module 5 Topic A 

Area of Triangles, Quadrilaterals and Polygons 

Book online: click link                                     

https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-6-

mathematics-module-5-topic-overview 

Lessons will be assigned in 

http://www.khanacademy.org on Monday 

Remind 
 

Wilcox P2:  
huskies523 

 
 

Wilcox P5: 
huskies123 

 

 
Dittmer P1:  
8gf7cgf723 

 
 

Dittmer P3: 
eg79ac976h 

 
 

Dittmer P6:  
gfbc2443d7 

 

6th Grade Math 
Contact Info: 

 
Oma Wilcox 

owilcox@northmasonschools.org 

Office Hours:  
8am -3pm daily 

 

Dan Dittmer 
Ddittmer@northmasonschools.org 

Office Hours:  
8am-3pm daily 

 

 

Fun Math Link 
Learn to play a card 

game. 
https://playingcarddecks.

com/blogs/all-in/40-
great-card-games-for-all-

occasions 
 

Zoom invitations to come 
in Remind and email. 

Suggested Daily Schedule                                                     

Monday 5/4:  area of parallelogram video, article, exercise, finding 

height of a parallelogram video, find missing length when given 

area of a parallelogram exercise 

Tuesday 5/5: area of a triangle video, find base and height on a 

triangle exercise, area of triangles article, finding area of triangles 

video, area of right triangles exercise 

Wednesday 5/6: area of triangles exercise, triangle missing side 

example video, find missing length when given area of a triangle 

exercise, area of a triangle on a grid video, area of a quadrilateral 

on a grid video 

Thursday 5/7: area of trapezoids video and exercise, area of kites 

video, finding area by rearranging parts video, area of composite 

shapes video 

Friday 5/8: area of composite shapes exercise, area challenge 

exercise, quiz 1 

Textbook Work for 

those without 

Computer or Internet 

Module 5 
In each lesson, read and analyze 

homework helper and do 

assigned problems in problem 

set. Tear out, staple, and return 

to school with student and 

teacher name. 

Lesson 1: PS1-7 

Lesson 2: PS1-6 

Lesson 3: PS1-6 

Lesson 4: PS1-6 

Lesson 5:PS1-5 

Bonus Tasks:  

Multiplication of Fractions Sprint 

Round 1 

Multiplication of Decimals Sprint 

Round 1 

 

SHOW ALL WORK TO 
RECEIVE CREDIT 
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